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Bernevig, Hughes, Zhang; ...] 



Topological quantum fluids

Bulk insulators but
gapless edges 
(chiral Luttinger liquids)
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Q: What is there left to understand about FQHE?



A: Pretty much anything that extends beyond 
strictly ground state properties:

⚫ Why is there a (neutral) gap?

⚫ What is the Lagrangian?

⚫ Bulk dynamics?

Laughlin 1/3 state
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“Magnetoroton” or GMP mode
[Girvin, MacDonald, 
Platzman,‘86]

[B. Fak et al., ‘12]

Helium-4



Outline

⚫ Geometric quench of fractional quantum Hall states

⚫ Realising gravitational dynamics on noisy intermediate scale 
quantum computers

⚫ Outlook

[Zhao Liu, Andrey Gromov, ZP, PRB 98, 155140 (2018);
Zhao Liu, Ajit Balram, ZP, Andrey Gromov, PRL 126, 076604 (2021)] 

[A. Kirmani, K. Bull, C.-Y. Hou, ZP, A. Rahmani and P. Ghaemi, arXiv:2107.10267]



degenerate states

Hubbard model

Continuum system, no “kinetic” energy

2D interacting
electron gas

Effective theory
(Chern-Simons + …)

???
⚫ Lattice system

⚫ Competition between 
kinetic and potential energy

FQHE

Global projector!

Why is FQHE a difficult problem?

Like a Mott-Hubbard insulator 
but in a non-commutative plane!



Neutral excitations = fluctuating quantum geometry

[Haldane ‘09; Read ‘09; Haldane ‘11;
Can, Laskin & Wiegmann ‘14; 
Ferrari & Klevtsov ‘14; Bradlyn & Read ‘15;...]

Electrons “bind” magnetic fluxes , i.e., 
surround themselves with correlation holes.

[Laughlin ‘83, Jain ‘89, Read/Moore ‘91,...]

The composite objects condense into 
incompressible quantum fluids.

Physics is invariant under (weak) area-preserving
deformations of the fluid

“FQH graviton”

rotation

Unimodular 
metric

stretch

Quadrupolar deformation
= spin-2 excitation in QFT
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(1) Dynamical signatures of quantum geometry?

(2) How to realise it in synthetic systems (NISQ)?



Quench dynamics: probe for novel out-of-equilibrium phenomena

[Kinoshita, Wenger, Weiss ‘06]

[Roushan et al, Google, ‘19]

Many-Body LocalizationQuantum Newton’s cradle

Quantum many-body scars



Geometric quench of a FQH state

To excite the graviton, quench must change the metric!

But the problem is still very complicated (long-range Coulomb 
interaction etc.)…

[Zhao Liu, Andrey Gromov, ZP, PRB 98, 155140 (2018)]



Simplifying the problem: FQH state in a quasi-1D limit

[Seidel and Lee, Bergholtz and Karlhede '05;
Bernevig, Haldane ’07; Nakamura et al., ’10, 
Soule & Jolicoeur ‘11]

On a thin cylinder, Coulomb matrix elements are suppressed.
The dominant process is pairwise hopping

Turns out this Hamiltonian maps to a so-called PXP spin model



Graviton wave in the thin cylinder limit
arXiv:2107.10267

Stretch the metric by ~20% and graviton oscillates:

Highly non-linear equations but
dynamics still approximately harmonic!

Dynamical spectral function is very sharp:
Although the graviton is hidden 

in the continuum of the 
spectrum, quench dynamics 

remains coherent 

Few  states with the non-zero 
matrix element

Agreement with biometric theory 
[Gromov, Son ‘17]:
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FQH on a thin cylinder = PXP spin model 

1/3 FQHE thin cylinder

Laughlin root state:

Maximally* squeezed:

(only NN squeezings!)

Hilbert space 
= only configurations 
reachable by NN squeeze 
operations from the root

“Fibonacci chain”

“PXP” spin model

All atoms in ground state:

Z2 state:

Hilbert space 
= no two NN atoms
both excited

PXP Hamiltonian

FQH thin cylinder Hamiltonian

[Lesanovsky & Katsura, PRA 86, 041601 (2012)]

Describes atoms in Rydberg blockade



Can we  realise graviton dynamics on NISQ?
arXiv:2107.10267

Solution: use quantum-classical VQE ideas

“angles”                   are variational parameters 
(classically optimized)

[Ho et al., PRL 122, 040603(2019)] 

Inspiration: TDVP dynamics

Trotterisation fails

(still too many CNOTs
for NISQ devices…)

Max time 

reliably 

simulated

Time

Angles are almost

size independent!



Graviton dynamics on the IBM quantum computer
N=5 qubits (15 magnetic flux quanta)

Local density 
at orbital 0

Correlation function

Overlap with 
“fidelity”

arXiv:2107.10267
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Dynamical evidence for partons in the FQH effect

Post-quench fidelity FFT for the 2/7 geometric quench

Dynamical structure factor

[Balram, Liu, Gromov, Papic, arXiv:2111.10395]

Two distinct frequencies!

[Jain ‘89; Wen ‘91]

Variational energies of the modes

A lot of interest from the field theory side: 
[Goldman & Fradkin ‘18, Wang ‘19, Kumar,  Mulligan, Raghu ‘19, Nguyen & Son ‘21]

Standard GMP mode

GMP mode of a bosonic parton

[See also Nguyen, Haldane, Rezayi, 
Son, Yang, arXiv:2111.10593]



Conclusions

⚫ Allows to test predictions of the effective field theory

⚫ High energy parton modes

Momentum
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⚫ Graviton dynamics exists in a quasi-1D model, implementable on quantum hardware

⚫ Dynamics of nematic FQH

Momentum
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⚫ Dynamics of non-Abelian FQH

Open problems

“neutral fermion” in 5/2 state
(spin 3/2) 

Gapless mode

[Balram, Liu, Gromov, ZP, arXiv:2111.10395]

⚫ Geometric quench: a tool to study quantum geometry of FQH states
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